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The Bookish and the Brave

The Bookends, founded in 1370 by @Mirrium the silver dragon, are a dual organization 
within Bald Top Library. In light, their mission is to protect the citadel from all who would 
oppose the progress and preservation of knowledge, wisdom and truth.

In shadow, the Bookends run errands and missions to clear out threats to the library's 
power.

The leader of the organization is simply called the Keeper. Their job is to act as a living 
contract between the library and the universe to keep control of the current knowledge of the 
day. The leader is assigned once every 1000 years by itself in which the spirit of the keeper 
leaves its previous host and embodies another.

No one contacts the keeper but most assume that the higher ranking masters and readers 
report to it.

Bald Top Colors
Purple “the witnesses and wardens” @Kalan, @Irony - serve as wardens and servants of the 
library to the pilgrims and guests.

Indigo “the ^bookends” - serve as special forces to defend the library from threat

Blue “the chanters” - serve as reciters of knowledge in the hearing of others.

Green “the masters” - serve as teachers in the school of higher learning for the witnesses. 
@Sylvia, elf

Yellow “the readers” - serve as readers who decipher and determine the organizations of 
the library. Administrative.

Orange “the first reader” - serves as leader by election from the readers. Acts as a tie 
breaker in the council. @SkodaBookwyrm

Red “the @Keeper” - serves as the living contract to guide the forces of knowledge, 
wisdom and truth of the age.

The gods who invest in the library are @Milil @Ogmha @Gond @Denier @Azuth

Year 471 - Founding of Bald Top Library by Larana and Stuffnubble Bonknose. Bald Top 
Library goes by many names: the Castle of Tomes, the Spire of Mavi, the Harbor of Truth.

Bald Top History
471 - Founding of BaldTop Library by Larana and Stuffnubble Bonknose
1181 - Invasion from Blaezdom kingdom army and the Imprisonment of @Mirrium the Jaded
1368 - Attempted Assasination of Anslar the Godlike
1370 - the Founding of the Bookends
1446 - The 2 years of the Sealed Gate until 1448
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1531 - The Bookends arrive at BaldTop
1531 - The Bookends return to Bochen
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